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VII.-THE PHILOLOGICAL LEGEND OF 
CYNEWULF 

Romance seldom stalks frank and undisguised. It 
wears the sober cloak of religion in the pious fictions 
of the saints and assumes the honest name of history 
in the inventions of chroniclers. Yet nowhere does 
it veil its face more darkly than in the pages of seemingly 
serious-minded biographers. That curious volume, re- 
corded by Isaac D'Israeli, the Farfalloni degli Antichi 
Historici, might easily find its counterpart in our English 
literary apocrypha. The legalized narrative of Alfred's 

splendid foundation of the University of Oxford; Chau- 
cer's life at the University and at Woodstock and his 
base betrayal of his friends; Shakespeare's intrigue with 
William Herbert's mistress; Milton's dream-meeting with 
the fair Italians under the Cambridge tree-all these 
have been themes of the legend maker. Now he who 
harks back to the earliest days of Old English prose and 

poetry will find disguised romance lurking everywhere. 
The philologist has often dragged it forth and stripped 
it of its pretences; but he has just as often connived at 
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its rogueries. This connivance has been in the main 

unconscious, for the Anglist has been the dupe of his 
methods which have led him all unwitting into the very 
lap of legends. In his fallacies of false assumption, in 
his tame acquiescence in unfounded assertions that bear 
a certain stamp of authority and in his proneness to 

manipulate by argument data that he will be branded 
for doubting, the modern scholar is too often akin to 
the medieval schoolman. And sol, in his last chapter, 
sly romance has its way with him. 

The world-old attempt to establish by argument the 

authority of faith often leads in its train many errors. 
A lack of open-mindedness and an illiberal disregard of 

opposing opinion that culminates in a contemptuous 
assertiveness, la distortion of scant evidence too weak to 
bear the strain, an abuse of the syllogism in the perverted 
endeavor to adapt false premises to a conclusion that 
admits of large doubt-these have combined to litter with 
worthless debris the field of Old English literary history. 
The present article is devoted not to the upbuilding 
of a thesis, but to a determined effort to clear our 

territory of some of this waste material that merely 
cumbers the work of our hands. 

The Old English poet, Cynewulf, is but a "nominis 
umbra," a featureless phantom, a " ghost that streams 
like a cloud, man-shaped." We know his name from his 
runic acrostics-but that is all. Yet many have been 
the attempts to assign him a local. habitation and 'when 
time and place doth not adhere to make both.' Later 
we shall consider other efforts to give the shadow substance, 
but from one judge of all. In a recent essay,1 Sarrazin 
asserts that the poet of the Andreas,-whom, with an easy 

1 Zur Chronologie und Verfasserfrage Angelsachsischer Dich- 
tungen," Englische Studien, xxxvIII (1907), 145-195. 
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leap from probability to positive identification, he de- 
clares to be Cynewulf,-refers, in his description of a 

very hard winter (1255f.), to the bitter Northumbrian 
season of 761-a year known in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 
as se myccla winter. Such an inference is quite of a 

piece with the amusing ascription by Chaucerian com- 
mentators of "the hote somer that made his [the 

shipman's] hewe al broun 1 to the year 1351, with the 

implication that the hardy mariner was ,sunburned as 
the permanent result of torrid weather thirty-five years 
before the supposed date of his pilgrimage. Truly, a 
" mickle winter," ,and a " hote somer!" 

Nor is this all. The use of the word morland, in the 
Elene (611), in its Anglian sense of " mountain" is 

strong evidence to Sarrazin that the writer, Cynewulf, 
lived -either on the North Yorkshire moors or on the 
Pennine Moorlands. One wonders whether this sort of 
"non sequitur " would domicile in the same region the 

Anglian translator of the Ecclesiastical History, who 
renders Bede's in arduis asperisque montibus (iv, 27) 
by in heaum morum ond in r0eum.2 The pinnacle of 
false logic is attained, when references to beorgas (swd 
her mid us) and hlincas in the doubtful Phoenix (21-25, 
31-32) iare used to locate comfortably the poet in Hexham 
cloister. How little swa her mid us implies, I shall 
show in a moment; but, even if we grant its force, it 
is perhaps needless to urge that men may lift up their 

eyes unto the hills in many parts of England; and that 
hlincas appears inconsiderately enough in South English 
charters.3 Now let me reduce this form of argument 

1Canterbury Tales, "Prologue," A. 394. 
2 See Miller's edition, 364, 4, 11, 410, 9; compare Klaeber, Anglia, 

xxvii, 419. 
3 See Kemble, Codex Diplomaticus, III, 223, 9. 
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to an absurdity by attaining through its means quite 
other conclusions. In a poem in which Cynewulf has pre- 
served his name lboth by charade and acrostic, Riddle 1,1 
we are told of the home of Wulf: fcest is pcet eglond fenne 
biworpen. It might be argued, with large show of reason, 
that in this personal passage the poet pictures his abode 
in the fenlands, since the line finds its exact equivalent 
in Bede's description of Ely: Is Elig paet land eall mid 

See my article in Modern Language Notes, Dec., 1910. Let the 
scholars who balk at the "Cynwulf" interpretation of the First 
Riddle answer these questions. Is there any inherent improbability 
in the presence of the writer's name in a charade-acrostic at the 
head of a group of Old English riddles? Does not Aldhelm, 
often our riddler's guide, preface with a name-acrostic his enigmas? 
Does not Cynewulf show elsewhere his fondness for both charade 
and runic acrostic; and do not he and other writers sometimes 
combine these? Are there not good grounds for regarding Riddle 
90 as a " Cynewulf" charade and for recognizing a close parallel 
between apecgan (Rid. 12,7) and tribulantes (Rid. 904) ? Do not name- 
charades usualily begin with a synonym of the first syllable (see ex- 

ample cited from Rawlinson MS.) ? Is it not therefore permissible to 
find in the opening word of our poem, Leodum, a synonym of 

cyn (see Juliana charade), and to note the recurrence of wulf at the 
head of subsequent divisions? Do not hi and hine in the second line 
refer to Leodum (Cyn) and Wulf, and, if so, shall we close our 

eyes to the obvious interpretation? Has it not been shown that 
runes in Icelandic are often replresented by their name-words 
or by synonyms of these names? If in Icelandic, why not in 
Old English, where the reverse method is three times followed 

by the very writer in question? Is not the clue to the puzzle 
fully given in lines 2 and 7? Is not artistic design suggested 
by the appearance, within this poem of less than twenty lines, 
of perfectly fitting synonyms of all the "Cynwulf" rune names 
(see my article) ? Is any other runic substitution possible? Are 
not these very rune-names those suggested by the runes in Cynewulf's 
other poems, which are scattered through the discourse in just 
such fashion as their equivalents here? Is not such a rdtselmdrchen 
as Riddle 1 (see my edition, pp. xxi-xxii) as adequate a vehicle 
for the poet's name as the apocalyptic references of Riddle 90 or 
the "Judgment" scenes of the religious poems? 
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fenne ond mid wceter ymbseald.l Then we might go 
farther and contend, after Sarrazin's precedent, that the 
several references in Beowulf to the fens assign to that 

poem a Mercian home. But observe the futility of all 
such arguments. In Riddle 41, 31-32, which is certainly 
of Northumbrian origin, as it comes from the author of 
the Leiden Riddle,2 we encounter the clause, Pis fen 
swearte, pcet her yfle adelan stincee, in which her finds 
no warrant in Aldhelm. As a Northerner of fens, so 

might a Mercian or Southerner, with more reason, of 
mountains.3 I shall discuss later the unhappy attempt 
of another legend-maker to elevate our obscure poet to 
the episcopal seat at Lindisfarne. 

Thus far we have had to do with arguments that cannot 
stand upright. I come now to a fallacious bit of reasoning 
more weighty both because it does not lack the support 
of evidence and because it has received universal accept- 
ance. In an article of wide influence,4 Sievers has argued 
that because Cynewulf employs the unstressed e in two 
of the runic versions of his name (in the Juliana and the 

Elene) his work falls after 750, and is therefore posterior 

1Eccl. Hist., Iv, 19. Very like are the description of the marshy 
site of Ramsey (Historia Ramesiensis, Rolls Ser. 1886, pp. 7-8) and 
Asser's account of the swampy surroundings of Athelney (De Rebus 
Gestis .Elfredi, A. D. 888). ,Such "islands encompassed by fen" 
were certainly not found in Northern England. 

' See my Riddles of the Exeter Book, 1910, p. 163. 
This practice of selecting a word from an author's vocabulary 

and of basing upon that selection sweeping conclusions as to his 
origin is strikingly illustrated by Sievers' argument (PBB. x, 473) 
that the word, mersc, Exodus, 333 (which he asserts to be a nonce- 
usage) assigns to the writer of this biblical epic a home near 
Romney Marsh in Kent. Reference to Grein's Sprachschatz, 1, 
234 (see also Murkens, Bonner Beitrdge, H, 87 f.) shows that the 
word appears in the "Northern" poetical Psalter, (106 3, on 
sealtne mersc), composed doubtless hundreds of miles from Romney. 

Anglia, xiII, 1-21. 
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to such poems as the Leiden Riddle, Ccedmon's Hymn 
and Bede's Death Song, iall of which prefer the unstressed 
i. This tenet has become a pillar of faith to our school- 
men. But to it there are two very strong objections: 
it is not supported even by the evidence that Sievers 

offers; and it fails utterly to consider the circumstances 
under which Cynewulf used the unstressed e in his name- 

passages. No one can deny that unstressed i dominates 
until about 740, and that after 740 unstressed e is pre- 
dominant. Such a belief is confirmed not only by the 

Charters, but by the Moore MS. of Bede's History and 

by the early Glosses. But that at any period of the 

eighth century either prevailed to such utter exclusion 
of the other, that an acrostic-writer was precluded from 

choosing the letter better suited to his purposes, the 
evidence seems to deny. The unstressed e appears twice 
in a Charter of 692, the unstressed e appears once in a 
Charter of 700-715, the unstressed e is dominant in 
Charters of 740 and 742 (note the form Cyneberht).l 
On the other hand, as Sievers admits, the unstressed i 

prevails in a document of 767 (No. 11). Moreover 
the conclusion that the traditional i form was practically 
obsolete in all parts of England by the end of the eighth 
century is flatly contradicted by the Liber Vitae (or the 
list of benefactors to the Durham Church in the Cotton 
MS. Domitian A. 7), in which i forms are admittedly 
dominant. Everything then hinges upon the date of 
this manuscript of the North. The handwriting, so 
think the Museum men and Sweet,2 assigns it to the 

beginning of the ninth century or the end of the pre- 
ceding one; and the careful examination of the names 

lSee Sweet, Old English Texts, Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 17. 
2 O.E.T., p. 151. 
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by Sir E. M. Thompson adequately .sustains this verdict.' 
Now in this document of 800 A. D. or thereabouts, 
among the one hundred instances of names with the 
stem Cyni (not one with Cyne) the name Cyniwulf 
appears no less than twenty-one times.2 We must there- 
fore conclude that the spellings, Cyniwulf and Cynewulf 
which appears in a Charter of 778 (No. 3), existed side 

by side for a century (since, as we have seen, un- 
stressed e is found in other words even earlier than 700).3 

It is quite unsafe to argue that Cynewulf's reason 
for not employing the i-form in his name-passages was 
because it was obsolete in his day.4 Indeed it may have 
been the dominant form in his own writings as in the 

1 Catalogue of Ancient MSS. in the British Museum, Part II 
(Latin), pp. 81 f; Brandl, Paul's Grundriss2 rI, 1002. In the 
Liber Vitae dlose together are Cyniuulf and Alduulf, who are 
mentioned side by side by Simeon of Durham under 778; here 
is Brorda who died in 799; here, too, are Osberct, to whom 
Alcuin wrote in 793, and Torctmund, who is mentioned in Alcuin's 
letter to Charlemagne in 801. Many of Thompson's identifications 
are open to question; but he is certainly justified in saying: "The 
evidence that, at the earliest, it could not have been written 
until quite the end of the eighth century is sufficiently strong 
both in the list of kings and 'duces' and in the list of abbots." 
The investigations of Rudolf Mtiller among these names (Palestras, 
ix) do not affect Thompson's conclusion, as his "Untersuchungen" 
have no historical significance. 

2Miss Bentinck-Smith (Cambridge History of Eng. Lit. I, 50) 
seems, however, to magnify our evidence unduly in saying: "In 
Northumbria the medial i became e, roughly speaking, about 800; 
in Mercia the transition was practically accomplished by 750. 
This fact lends color to the hypothesis of Wiilker that Cynewulf 
was a Mercian." 

Notice the varying forms of names on Old English coins from 
the same moneters (Keary, English Coins, II, Anglo-Saxon Series, 
London, 1887, lxxxii-lxxxiii): Degemond, Dagemond, Daiemond; 
Ansiger, Ansicer, Ansier; Winiger, Winier; AJ3elred, Xilred. 

'Compare Erlemann's refutation of such arguments, Herrig's 
Archiv, cxi, 1903, 63. 
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short Northumbrian poems that survive in their original 
dialect. But, in any case, it is certain that the unstressed 
i does not suit the scheme of the Elene acrostic, and 
would render impossible the charades of the Juliana and 
of Riddle 90. Cynewulf found it difficult enough to 

adapt E (eoh, " horse ") to the poetical context, if we 

may judge from his preference for the Cynwulf form 
of his name in the Christ, the Fates 1 and, may I add, 
the First Riddle. To introduce I (is, "ice ") into his 
acrostics would have taxed his ingenuity too far. Cer- 

tainly the form ewu is demanded in the charades, to the 
enforced exclusion of the letter i. In the light of the 

evidence, the only sound inference must be that an eighth- 
century Cynewulf with at least three forms to his hand 
would deliberately select the two that best suited his 

purposes; and any sweeping deductions as to his date 
drawn from the absence of the unstressed i from the name 

passages are unwarranted. In this so-called e-i canon, 
we can find little reason for placing Cynewulf's work 

posterior to the poems in Northumbri'an dialect. More- 

over, to claim that Cynewul'f lived and wrote after 750, 
because the exigencies of his acrostics compelled him to 
use a form which was certainly current by 740, leads 
us to a- conclusion not perhaps false but surely unsus- 
tained by the premises. 

Brown 2 has already pointed out that the data presented 
in Sievers' article do not justify the conclusion drawn 

by Cook 3 and Strunk 4 that the Cynwulf poems (Fates 
and Christ) follow those with Cynewulf forms (Juliana 
and Elene), 'and belong to the close of the eighth or to the 

1 On this point note the eminently sensible remarks of Carleton 
Brown, Englische Studien, xxxvIII, 221-222. 

2L. c. Christ, p. lxx. 4 Juliana, p. xv. 
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first decade of the ninth century. The two cryptograms 
among the Riddles contradict this inference. Not only 
do we meet Cynwulf in Riddle 1 and Cynewulf in 
Riddle 90; but the First Riddle serves as an introduction 
to poems that contain certain forms supposedly older than 
those in the religious compositions of our author.' 
Sievers himself regards Cynwulf as "good Anglo-Saxon 
for the eighth century."2 But such evidence as Sievers 
furnished leads to the implication-which has grown in 
the writings of others into a positive statement of fact- 
that the form Cynwulf is a criterion of dialect. Cook 3 

declares that " Cyn is at least fifty years later [than 
Cyne] apparently and except in one word, Cynric, Is 
not found in Saxon territory," and Brandl asserts 4 that 

"Cynwulf ist speziell die Anglische und jiingere form." 

"Specifically Anglian ?" Sievers has remarked its pres- 
ence in Kent 5 as well tas in Northumbria and Mercia. 

Bishop Stubbs has shown 6 that the early charter con- 

taining the name Cynulfus belongs to the year 758 7 

and to Cynewulf of Wessex; Cynulf witnesses a Wessex 
grant (by Winchester cathedral during ?Ethelstan's reign; 8 

and the two forms Cyneulf and Cunulf appear on coins 
of AIlfred and AEthelstan.9 

Present opinion, which in the case of Anglo-Saxon 
subjects seldom stops and questions but accepts as fact 
bald assertions, seems content to assign Cynewulf a 

1 See infra. 2 Anglia xII, 13. 8Christ, p. lxviii. 
'Paul's Grundriss 2, 1, 1041. 
'Note Cynwlf, near Cynewlf, in a Kentish document relating to 

the adjudication of an estate at Dover and Folkstone and Liminge 
in 844 (Birch, Cartularium Saxonicum, No. 445, II, 22). 

'Dictionary of Christian Biography, n, 911. 
Birch, C.S., No. 327, Kemble, C.D., No. 193. 

SBirch, C.S, No. 648 (nI, 326). 
* Grueber, English Coins, Anglo-Saxon Series, ii, 65, 100. 
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Northumbrian home. "The dialect in which Cynewulf 
wrote is now universally conceded to be Northumbrian 
or at least Anglian " is Brown's statement,1 and Jansen, 
in his summary of Cynewulfian research,2 regards it as 
indubitable that Cynewulf was a Northumbrian. Now 
let us free ourselves of the weight of authority and 

approach the matter with perfect openness of mind, not 
because such a course will necessarily lead us to new 
conclusions, but because it will dispose effectually of the 
false premises that hamper every student of the Cynewulf 
question. I hope thus to show beyond a doubt that 
evidence has been misused and all logical reasoning per- 
verted by the chief advocate of the claims of the North 

upon these poems that survive only in a West-Saxon 
transmission. The phonological arguments in favor of 
a Northern origin are nowhere arranged more compactly 
than by Trautmann,3 who regards " den Satz, 'Cynewulf 
war ein Nordhumbre,' fur einen der best bewiesenen 
die es gibt; " therefore we can conveniently consider 
in his pages this so-called " best of proof." 

Aided by the dissertations of Leiding 
4 and Bauer,5 

Trautmann cites "ten peculiarities of the language of 
the poems that point in part to other non-Saxon regions 
and in their entirety to Northumbria." Wiilker 6 has 

naturally demurred at the strange logic of this conclusion; 

Englische Studien, xxxvIII, 222. 
2Bonner Beitrige, (BB), xxiv, 123. 
K8 ynewulf, Bonner Beitrige (BB), I, 71-73. 
4Die Sprache der Cynewulfischen Dichtungen, Christ, Juliana und 

Elene, Gottingen, 1887. 
5Ueber die Sprache und Mundart der Altenglischen Dichtungen, 

Andreas, Gu^lac, Phoenix, Kreuz und Hellenfahrt, Marburg, 1890. 
e Anglia, Bb. ix, 163, note. 
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Binz 1 has cllaimed Nos. 2-6 as Mercian quite as well as 

Northumbrian, No. 7 as Kentish, No. 8 as West-Saxon; 
and Klaeber 2 remarks:-" We have been looking carefully 
through Trautmann's list of the Cynewulfian dialectal 

peculiarities, but have failed to detect any unmistakable 

signs of non-Mercian locality." In other words, all of 
Trautmann's critics admit that the forms that he cites 
are Anglian and attest a Mercian, if not a Northumbrian 

origin. Now let it be stated emphatically-for the matter 
is important-that there is not the least warrant for 
such conclusions. Among these ten traits cited by Traut- 
mann as Northumbrian peculiarities and admitted by all 
others to be Anglian, there is not one that does not 

frequently appear in Saxon and Kentish documents, not 
one that cannot be explained as a natural vagary of a 
Southern scribe rather than as a survival of a Northern 
author. Let me repeat with all force a principle of 
criticism that I have set forth elsewhere in different 

language.3 If in a West-Saxon transmission of a text 
forms are encountered that may be paralleled from other 
Wessex Mss.-particularly those of works of certain 
West-Saxon origin-the burden of proof rests heavily 
upon him who would trace them to distant dialects-so 

heavily indeed that he is almost certainly foredoomed 
to failure. I make no contention that Cynewulf was 

Southern, but I do claim that the peculiarities cited do 
not prove that he was not; indeed I shall now proceed 
to show that they have no probative value at all, as they 

1 Englische Studien, xxvi, 392. 
2 Journal of Germanic Philology, ni, 97-103. 
9 Riddles of the Exeter Book, p. lviii. 
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may well emanate from Saxon and Kentish scribes.1 Now 
let us combat these so-called " proofs," which Professor 
Trautmann 2 challenges any comer to question.3 

(1) " Interchange of ea, ea and eo, eo: feala, El. 
362 for feola; deogol, And. 621 for deagol." This inter- 
change is frequent in West-Saxon.4 Note that feola, 
feala both appear in the WS. Rule of St. Benet (PBB. 
iv, 345, vi, 55; Logeman's edition, p. xlvii); that in the 
Chronicle, feala (A?. 530) is found near feologild (A?. 
830) and that in A?. 871, where all MSS. have a common 
WS. source, A and C, read fela, B and E., feala, D, fela, 

Miirkens employs (Bonner Beitrige, 11, 87 f.) many of these 
illustrations to establish the Northern origin of the Exodus epic, 
with the same flagrant exclusion of strong alternative probabilities. 
Mtirkens' argument that all forms which appear rarely in a text 
must have been in the original version lays a large premium 
upon the isolated and sporadic, and glorifies 'scribal vagaries; 
indeed, if pushed to an extreme, it would assign an Anglian origin 
to nearly all the works of Wessex. 

2 Anglia, Bb, xi, 328-329. 
a I shall purposely avoid the citations of examples from prose- 

texts with so-cailled " Anglian coloring" like the "Life of Guthlac," 
the " Epistle of Alexander," the Lseceboc and Lacnunga, though 
the evidence that certain works of this class had their origin 
elsewhere than on Saxon ground is hardly convincing. Biilbring, 
Anglia, Bb, xi, 100-101, and Boll, BB, xv, 92 f, have shown beyond 
reasonable doubt that the Harleian Gloss 3376 (WW. 192 f.), which 
contains many words and forms usually regarded as Anglian, was 
written not indeed at Winchester, but in Saxon territory, probably 
on the borders of Kent. 

4 Deutschbein, PBB, xxvi, 232, is certainly at fault in declaring 
that feola for fela is not known in strong WS., as it is found 
occasionally even in Alfred (Billbring, ? 234; twice in the Cura 
Pastoralis, Cosijn, ? 19). Sievers, Gr.3, 106, note 2, remarks 
that "a collateral form, feala, beside fela (feola), occurring also 
in prose seems to have formed its vowel on the analogy of feawa, 
' few.' " 
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feola; and that both forms are frequent in JElfric's 
Lives of the Saints (iii, 21, xvii, 114, xviii, 3, 299; xxv, 
4, 528, etc). Much more to our purpose we meet in 
several poems, undoubtedly Southern, feala, Genesis B, 
271, 322, Menology, 163 and Edgar, B. 18, and feola, 
Metres, 1316 (Sprachschatz, i, 279). I may add that 

feala is not found in the Exeter Book, but many times in 
the Vercelli. Cbsijn's lists (?97, 98) show many examples 
of degol, deogol, diogol in Alfred (so Sedgefield's 
" Glossary" in the Boethius 1, 64; 27, 16; 127, 1); 
and Bosworth-Toller, Supplement, pp. 151-152, notes 
other Southern instances.1 This first argument proves 
nothing. 

(2) "e (Goth. e, W. G. a) for WS. se: ongeton, And. 
534." Ten Brink (Beowulf, Untersuchungen, p. 240), 
Biilbring (? 315), and even Trautmann's scholar, 
Miirkens (1. c.), regard this phenomenon as a Kenticism. 
It appears sporadically in WS. The Ben. Rule (Logeman, 
p. xlv.) and the scribe of MS. Junius. 24 (isee Anglia x, 
134) both show this tendency to substitute e for Cc 
after palatals. Note also forgeton, Deut. 32, 11 and 

begeton, Chronicle, A. 897 (Plummer, p. 89). This 
second argument proves nothing.2 

I See for the origin of the two forms, dlegol and deagol, Sievers, 
Gr.' 128, 3. 

Leiding, p. 40, ? 17, and Bauer, p. 49, ? 17, point also to 
Pegon (Jul. 687, And. 25), gefon (Christ 1354), gefrege (And. 
668, 963, 1121); but let us mark the presence of such "Anglian" 
forms as agefan, in the WS. Menology (81) and beron, wegon 
in the WS. Maldon (67, 98), if we may trust Hearne, and pegon in 
the Judith (19), which poem, as I show elsewhere, is probably WS. 
too, though the form may be a reminiscence of the early poetry. 
And it is surely noteworthy that the form, gesegen, which is 
always hailed as an Anglian survival in the poems, appears as 
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(3) " The lack of breaking before I + consonant: aid, 
El. 252; galgan, Jul. 310." Of all Trautmann's weak 

arguments this is the weakest, and yet, as I shall show 
in another place, it is used by other scholars who should 
know better to sustain the theory of an Anglian origin 
of the Judith. Such absence of breaking is extremely 
common in the EWS. prose: a for ea is rather the rule 
than the exception in the Winchester MS. (A) of the 
Chronicle up to 891, ald, aldormon, wald, haldan, salde 

(Kupferschmidt, Eng. Stud. xiii, 169; Cosijn. ? 3, pp. 
8-9); it is frequent in early Wessex and Kent Charters, 
denewaldes (0. E. T. No. 20, 5), alda (20, 17), gehaldan 
(41, 10), ald (41, 61), halfne (43, 4), etc.; it appears 
many times in the Cura Pastoralis (Cosijn, ? 3, pp. 9-11), 
in the Boethius (Sedgefield's "Glossary ") and in the 

glosses of MS. Harl. 3376 (Boll, BB. xv, 94f). It is 

especially frequent in Southern poems: Genesis B, 246, 
ealwalda, 292 allwalda, 665 alwaldan; 298, 300, 301, 
577, 730, 745, 780, 798, 815, 850, waldend, 436, 820 
aldre, 639, aldor; Metres, 2254 aid, 267, 296, aldor, 20129 

198, 201 waldan, 2434, 35, walde , 829, 1159, cald(e); 

Menology 86, galgan. How can .any one, in the light of 

early as 870 or thereabouts in so Southern a document as the 
Codex Aureus Inscription (O.E.T., 175), emanating from the very 
duke, ZElfred, who is so closely identified with Surrey by the 

grant of his lands at Horsley, Clapham and Chertsey (Charters, 
No. 45, O.E.T., 451). It is true that gesawon, gesewen are the 
invariable forms in the Metres, as in the WS. prose of their 

period; but it is equally true that both gefegan ("exultant") and 
gesegenne, (" conspicui") are found in the Bede Glosses of 900 
(O.E.T., 181), which Sweet and Biilbring (? 21) assign to 
Kent. Though, in the literary prose, pegon, segon, gefegon are 
without doubt exclusively Anglian, our examples seem to suggest 
that they were current in the South at an earlier period. 
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the evidence, regard this unbroken a as an indication 
of Northumbrian or even Anglian origin? It is sig- 
nificant that the really Northern lack of breaking before 
r + consonant is not found in the Cynewulfian poems. 
This third argument proves nothing. 

(4) " c (e) as i- umlaut of the unbroken a: ceda, 
Jul. 727; eldum, And. 1059; wcelmum, And. 452 ; welm, 
And. 495." There is surely nothing distinctively North- 
umbrian or even Anglian in such forms, since they are 
often found in the South. We meet them not only in 
Kentish poems like Cotton Psalm, 65, eldran, 142, 
celde, and in poems colored by Kentish scribes like the 
Metres, 836, 1217, 1360, 20100, 2939, elde, 2546, welm, 
20259, 234, 298, cewelm; but in the Saxon patois (elde, 
welm, Boll, BB, xv, 94) and occasionally in the prose of 
both Alfred (see in Cosijn's lists, ? 14, pp. 31-32, the 

examples in Orosius and Cura Pastoralis of gelp, welm, 
bweldo, beldo) and IElfric (Hor. 72, 1, cwelm; 382, 13, 
welm). Note also the West-Saxon Genesis B, 324, 
headowelm. That we may have to do merely with scribal 
variations is suggested by the striking circumstance that 
the second hand in the Beowulf Ms. writes eldo, wcelm 
and ccrwcelm, instead of the yldo and ceerwylm of the 
first (cf. Davidson, M. L. N. v, 43-45). The appearance 
of el (el) forms in Southern writings weakens, though 
it does not, of course, forbid Ten Brink's inference 
(Beowulf, Untersuchungen, p. 241) that the second scribe 
is here more faithful to an Anglian original than the 
first. This fourth argument proves nothing. 

(5) " e as i- umlaut of ea and eo before r: ermbum, El. 

768; gerwan, And. 1636; ferhbe, And. 1037; for WS. ie 

(y)." What does this prove? The e form belongs to 
the South as well as to the North: it is frequent in the 
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Kentish Glosses (Williams BB, xix, 113); it appears no 
less than twenty-four times in 'the Saxon platois of Ms. 
Harl. 3376 (Boll, BB. xv, 94; Biilbring, ? 179) and, 
though rare in the Orosius and Cura Pastoralis (Cosijn, 
? 14, pp. 32-34), is common in the Boethius (see Sedge- 
field's " Glossary " for examples of erm$, hwerfan, cerran, 

etc).1 Ferh5, ermta and gegerede, all occur in the Metres 

(937, 2252, 168, 256), which no one regards as Northern. 

This fifth argument proves nothing. 
(6) "e as i- umlaut of ea: hienlum, And. 117; ned, 

Jul. 464; hereteman, El. 10." The implied argument 
is worthless as this e is everywhere present in the South: 
not only in the Kentish Glosses (Williams, BB. xix, 114) 
and in the so-called " Saxon patois" (Boll, BB, xv, 94; 
Biilbring, ? 183-184), but frequently in the strong WS. 
of Alfred (Cosijn, ? 97, pp. 111-112) and sometimes 
even in AElfric (Lives of Saints, I, 11, gehered; xiii, 
33 geheran; xvI, 11, xxv, 152, 543, 550, gelefai; xxv, 
387, MS. A, dflymde, C, D, dflemde, etc.) All the 
forms cited by Trautmann as Northern appear in the 
Metres: node (412, 614, 944, 2564); hen6a (1220); heretima 

(131). We meet them occasionally in other Southern 

poems: hJena in Dmresdceg,, 89; nede in the Vercelli Ms. 
of Body and Soul, 66, where the Exeter reads nyde; 
and gefleman in Lar 67. This sixth argument proves 
nothing.2 

Brandl is therefore unjustified (Grundriss2 II, 1060) in regarding 
as Anglian Mercna for Myrcna, Chronicle, A. 655, and gehwerfde, 
A. 601. 

'The danger that lies in conclusions reached without due weighing 
of evidence is strikingly illustrated by Brandl's inference (Grundriss2, 
ii, 1077-1078) that the Battle of Brunanburh is Anglian, because 
in the Parker Ms. (A) appear fleman, nede, gelpan, giung, gesleht, 
dhehhan, where B.C.D. read flyman, ntyde, gylpan, geong, geslyht, 
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(7) " e as i- umlaut of a (Goth. ai): stenan, El. 151; 
wege, Jul. 487; for WS. OB." Leiding (p. 40), Binz 

(Eng. Stud. xxvi, 392) and Klaeber (Journ. Germ. Phil. 
iv, 102-103) rightly regard this as a Kenticism, and 

point out that the Northern form is se. It must be added 
that stenan in the Elene passage is more than doubtful 

(Holthausen reads secan), and that -wcege, and -wege 
alternate in WS. transmissions (cf. O. S. wigi, wegi). 
This seventh argument proves nothing. 

(8) "The so-called palatal umlaut: geseh, El. 842; 
fex, And. 1429; for WS. ea." Napier (Anglia, x, 136) 
notes that the appearance of many such forms in the 

Life of Chad has no significance, as these are frequent 
in later WS. (see PBB, ix, 211); and Miirkens, though 
of the Bonn school, admits that this e for ea in the Exodus 
is a peculiarity of the WS. scribe. It is useless to 

multiply examples of so well-known a phenomenon (see 
Sievers, ? 108, 2, a. b; Biilbring, ? 313). This eighth 
argument proves nothing.1 

(9) "The non-working of the i- umlaut with ea, ea, 
and eo, eo: oieawed, [Phoen. 322]; streonan, And. 331." 
The Metres offer examples of obewed and obeowde (2984, 

2874'), the Kentish Glosses furnish ewan and eawan 

hlihhan. As all these supposed "Anglian" forms are freely found 
in Kentish and Saxon works (for fleman, nede, gelpan, see supra; 
for giung compare Metres 26 7,86; and for gesleht, hlehhan, note 
Biilbring, ? 179, Cosijn, ? 14, p. 31), it is obvious that these are 
mere scribal variations from a West-Saxon norm. Other passages 
of the Brunanburh (notably 11. 12-13) show that the A. text 
of this poem is farther from the original than the versions of 
B.C.D. 

'Ignorance of the workings of "palatal umlaut" in Anglo-Saxon 
has led to unwarranted inferences in regard to the origin of the 
/udith. 

2 
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(see Sievers Gr. ? 408, note 10), and Cosijn's lists 
(? 100), beside many instances of eowan, one geeawde 
(C. P. 19418). It is interesting ,to note that in the 
Southern poem, Body and Soul, 75, the Exeter Ms. 
reads eawdest and the Veroelli, eowdest. A similar 

exchange of ceteawde, and ceteowde is found in the 
LWS. MS. (D) of the Martyrology (Herzfeld, p. xiii)-an 
exchange, which, in my opinion, owes nothing to Mercian 

influence, from traces of which this particular MS. is 

remarkably free. Alfred has unumlauted iu as io, eo 
in stioran, gebeodan, treowb near stieran, gebiedan 
triew6; and the Saxon patois presents gestreonan 
(Biilbring, ? 189). This ninth argument proves nothing. 

(10) " The lapse of n in the inflection: gewinna, Jul. 
555." Trautmann later reverts to this absence of n as 
a distinctly Northumbrian phenomenon (Anglia, Bb. xi, 
325-326) under the signally false impression (due doubt- 
less to a trick of the memory) that the Juliana form 
is an infinitive, instead of an accusative. This mistaken 

argument, strangely enough, seems to have impressed 
Binz; but Klaeber has completely demolished the con- 
tention by pointing to Sweet's numerous illustrations 
of the dropping of n in the Hatton MS. of the Cura 
Pastoralis (" Introduction," pp. xxxii f.). This tenth 

argument, like all the others, proves absolutely nothing. 
In the light of our searching examination, Trautmann's 

ten arguments for a Northumbrian origin of the Cyne- 
wulfian poems are seen to rest upon a persistent exclusion 
of the alternative possibilities that immediately suggest 
'themselves to everyone with any knowledge of the ele- 

mentary laws of Old English phonology. They may most 

effectively be reduced to an absurdity by deducing from 
them a Northern origin for the Metres-poems easily 
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traceable by the Bonn school 1 to the greatest of West 

Saxons, Alfred himself. Trautmann further weakens 
his case, if that be possible, by the contention that " the 
rune eoh proves Northumbrian origin, inasmuch as it 
serves to indicate the e in the name Cynewulf and hence 
must have been pronounced eh by the poet." To this 
there is a twofold answer: first that a survey of the 
various runic alphabets2 reveals in numerous futhorks, 
both South English and Continental, the presence of 
eoh (eh) as the name of the E rune; and secondly that 

symbol and thing represent this letter in the West-Saxon 
runic poem.3 Upon another contention Trautmann and 
his school 4 

lay repeated stress. To him, " the form ewu in 
the Juliana runic passage for WS. eowan is both in stem 
and ending genuine Northumbrian." This confident 
assertion has been challenged by Binz,5 who points out 
that " the word is strong in WS. passages and the length 
of e is by no means fixed " and by Klaeber,6 who cites 
"the forms ewo, Ine's Laws, 55 (Ms. E); ewa (ace. 

pl.), O. E. Martyrol (Herzfeld), 36, 17; ewede, ib. 170, 
26." 7 Not only do these examples run directly counter 
to the Bonn claims, but the very section in Sievers' 
Grammar (? 396) cited by Trautmann to sustain the 
Northern origin of the stem, show that e for eo in 

pret. of verbs in w (oncnewon, blewan) appears in the 
Cura Pastoralis, the Orosius and the Mercian Psalter. 

See Krimer, BB, VIII, 37. 

2Stephens, Runic Monuments, pp. 99-160, 829-832. 
3 Eh is sanctioned in West-Saxon transmissions (cf. Rid. 2311). 
4 See Jansen, BB, xxiv, 123. 
5Englische Studien, xxvI, 392. 
6 Jour. Germ. Philology, IV, 102-103. 

See Bosworth-Toller, pp. 257, 261. 
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Biilbring <also furnishes (? 257) WS. examples of short 
stems without w umlaut, strewede, clewe6a, etc. Even 
if we admit that the substitution of the ending -u for 
-an is possible only in Northumbria and Northern Merci,a 

(it is common in Rushworth 1), there seems to be no 
sufficient reason for predicating such a phenomenon here. 
Not only are we prevented by the many strong forms of 
our word from putting it in the same category as eortu, 
foldu, galgu; but we must note that in Cynewulf's charade, 
Riddle 90, ewu is the equivalent of " agnus," and there- 
fore singular. So also, I am inclined to think, is ewu 
in our Juliana passage. How then shall we explain the 

plurals, acle and bida ? To a student of runic usage 
these give no trouble. Runic letters, when grouped for 

spelling purposes, may carry a plural signification as 
in Rid. 25, where the several runes of Higora are 

regarded as units; or else they may be viewed collectively 
as constituting a single idea (Rid. 20, 75; Husband's 

Message). The latter method is the one employed by 
Cynewulf here. In the case of the runes, C, Y and N, 
there is no possibility of confusion of method, as they 
are placed after their verb, nor yet in the case of the 

appositives, L, F, which are runic symbols, not letters. 

Very different, indeed, is the passage, Ponne synnum 
fah I E W ond U acle bidab, etc. Here fiih seems to 

suggest that Cynewulf was at first dominated by the 

singular number of the word, ewu; but that later the 

plurality of the runes proved too strong either for the 

poet or for his transcriber and produced the forms, acle 
and bidab.l Cynewulf thus describes the sin-stained soul 

1The pronoun him in the next line (Julina, 707) may well 
refer either to the plural runes or to the singular ewu, which is 
common gender (cf. Rid. 90', ewu = agnus). 
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trembling before the judgment seat.' Trautmann's con- 
clusion of a Northumbrian origin rests in this case upon 
the unestablished premise that ewu is plural, and hence 
is unsound. Now that the discussion has been freed 
of a dozen illegitimate inferences, let us turn to arguments 
of some weight and worth. 

The evidence for an Anglian home of our poet-as 
opposed to a distinctively Northumbrian one-is of 

quite another sort and deserves much more careful 
attention. Sievers claims 2 that " all poems which use 

exclusively the longer forms (in the 2d. and 3d. per. 
sing. ind. of long syllable verbs of the strong and of 
the first weak conj. and in the past ptc. of weak verbs 
of the first class ending in dentals) are of Anglian origin, 
and conversely the presence of one-syllable forms points 
with certainty to origin in the South (Saxon or Kentish)." 

This canon has been universally accepted and em- 
ployed as a dialect test by scholars, and, at first sight, 
seems to have all things in its favor. Indeed the second 
part of Sievers' conclusion invites no protest, for the 
presence of syncopated forms is certainly strong evidence 
of Southern origin, as these are practically unknown to 
the Anglian dialects.3 But the first part of this contention 

1 See Grein, Sprachschatz, I, 266-267 for references to many 
similar passages. The lines in Christ and Satan (109f), io 
nmste * * gebidan/hwcet me drihten god deman wille, strongly 
oppose Trautmann's charge of deman to dema in Juliana, 707, 
hwcet him cefter dedum deman wille. 

'PBB, x, 464-5. 
8 Yet even here we must move with caution. The very line that 

Sievers employs (PBB. x, 474) to attest a Southern origin for 
Hymn iI (Gr.-W., Bibl. II, 212), ond (d) his willan wyrc5 (11. 6a, 
1la) is found ond Ep>s willan wyrc in the Salomon and Saturn 
(1. 500) which elsewhere admits only unsyncopated forms and 
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-that the exclusive use of the longer forms attests 
an Anglian source-fails to take account of the great 
difference in time between the Cynewulfian poems and 
the Wessex productions of the later ninth and tenth 
centuries with which he contrasts them. Such evidence 
as we have speaks very strongly in favor of the view that 
the longer forms which in Alfredian and in LWS. texts 

appear by the side of the shorter were dominant in 
Southern writings of the earliest period.' 

Glosses, Charters and Laws all tell the same story. 
The eight century Glosses can hardly be called intio 
court as final witnesses upon this question until their 
home is more definitely established than at present. But 

Chadwick, whose discussion of origin2 leads him to a 

positive conclusion, holds that the archtype of the Glosses 
is East Saxon; that Epinal lies near to the Wessex 

border; that Erfurt is pure Kentish; and that Corpus 
is Mercian. Dieter3 insists upon the Kentish peculiarities 
of Epinal. In the third edition of his Grammar, Sievers 
regards the Glossaries as " Kentish with at least an 
admixture of Mercian forms; " and Biilbring (? 19). 
speaks of them as " South Mercian with {a Kentish and 

which contains such supposedly Anglian words as gena, isic, 
paecele, strynd. On the other hand there is no warrant for denying 
a Southern origin to poems full of verbal syncope ,like the Menology 
and the Maldon, as do Imelmann and Crow in their respective 
editions. 

This objection to this dialect test occurred to Ten Brink, 
(Beowulf, p. 213), and to Trautmann (Kynewulf, p. 70, Note); 
but, because it opposed the latter's argument, he relegated i4 to 
a footnote without pressing it to a conclusion inevitably fatal 
to Sievers' reasoning. 

2 Cambridge Philological Society, 1899, pp. 250-253. 
Anglia, ix, 620. 
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West-Saxon admixture." Brandl deems them " partly 
Kentish, partly Kentish-Mercian." 2 Now it is extremely 
significant that in these Glosses of strongly Southern 

complexion appear dozens of examples of the longer 
forms of the 2d and 3d sing. pres. ind. and of the past 
ptc. and not a single instance of syncope.3 Early Southern 
Charters furnish similar evidence. We meet in the 
Kentish Charters of 805 (0. E. Texts, No. 34, 1. 17), 
hafa5; of 805-831 (No. 37, 1. 10) doeS, (No. 37, 11. 

16, 21) limpet, of 835 (No. 41, 1. 39) s5eleS, (No. 41, 
1. 58) hafa5, (No. 41, 1. 64) bebeadet, (No. 41, 1. 69) 
forgifet; in the Wessex Charter of 847 (Not. 20, 1. 13) 
hdtep, (1..17) utscioteS. It is not until 858 that we 
meet limpb in Kent (No. 28, 1. 25) and not until 871- 
889 (No. 45, 1. 46) geli beside (11. 46-47) forcymeS 
and weorbSe in Surrey. In the late Textus Roffensis 
(Rochester Ms.) of the Old Kentish Laws of ?Ethel- 
berht (d. 616), in which all authorities note "many 
survivals of very ancient forms pointing back to a 

prototype at least as early as the middle of the eighth 
century,"4 we meet more than forty unsyncopated (and 

very few syncopated) forms of the verb. The longer 
forms may reasonably be credited to the older version, 
which perhaps antedates the oirigina1s of our poems. 
What reason have we therefore to impute to very early 

1 Grundriss', II, 1054. 
'If the doctors thus disagree in their diagnosis of original texts, 

how dare they speak with positiveness of the embryos of forms 
in the very late transmissions of poems of this same period? 

Dieter, Sprache und Mundart der alt. Engl. Denkmaler, ?? 
48, 50, cited by Ten Brink and Trautmann. 

4 So Brandl, Grundriss,2 ii, 1051. See Sievers, PBB, xr, 174 
and Gornemann, Zur Sprache des Textus Roffensis, Berlin, 1901. 
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poetry that employs exclusively the longer verbal forms 
an Anglian origin? 

Much stress has been laid upon the evidence of end- 
rimes in two Cynewulfian passages. The transmitted 
West-Saxon forms in the Christ, 591 f. are hienfu, 
merJu; leoht, niht; and in the Elene, 1237 f. are riht, 

gepeaht, miht, peaht; dmcet, begeat. "Substitute for 
these the Anglian forms," we are tolld by Sievers,1 " and we 
have pure rimes: hentu, mer6u; leht, neht; reht, gepaht, 
mwaht, peht; &moct, begcet." 2 The argument is a strong 
one, much the strongest that we have thus far considered, 
since the theory of an Anglian origin adequately accounts 
for the desired sounds; still "the devil's advocate" who 
is "proving all things" is bound to register a double 

objection. That the Old English poets were often no 
sticklers for exact rimes is proved by many such com- 
binations as dead, bib (Christ, 596); heah, fah (Seafarer 

98); glengeS, bringeS (Ldr, 13); hl orum, tearum 

(Domesdceg 128); ping, leng (Judith, 153). And more- 

over, the substitution of possible Southern forms pro- 
duces excellent rimes in nearly every case. 

As I have already proved in considering Trautmann's 
six'th argument for Northumbria, henpu is very common 
in 'the South, even in strong WS. ;3 reht is found in early 
charters of Kent and Surrey,4 and as a Kenticism in the 
Cotton MS. of Boethius (p. 135, 1. 40); meht appears 

1PBB, IX, 236. 
2Holthausen even goes to the length of introducing these forms 

into his text of the Elene passage. 
' henbe and kseneb appear as variants in the Boethius, (Sedgefield's 

edition, p. 24, 5) and hsn,bum in the Cotton Psalm (82). See 
examples cited supra. 

40. E. T. No. 34, 1. 15; No. 45, 11. 17, 42, 50. 
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in the Metres (47,32), in the Kentish Glosses, and 

occasionally in the Cura Pastoralis; 1 and the working 
of the so-called palatal-umlaut in early Kentish and in 
the Orosius 2 might perhaps be cited to explain gepeht 
and peht, athough mid gepeahte meets us in a Kentish 
charter of 832 3 and talthough the phenomenon is late 
for our texts. The form begcet demanded by the rime 
is known to early Kentish charters.4 But .all this is 

special pleading, and only slightly lessens the weight of 

probability in favor of Sievers' view, particularly as 
liht, which we should expect in the South and which 
would furnish a perfect rime for wiht, does not occur on 
Southern ground, where ,the form is linvariably leoht 

(lioht).5 The rimes certainly seem to point to an Anglian 
original of our poems, but in no way to a distinctively 
Northumbrian home. 

The evidence of rimes is supplemented and strengthened 
by the testimony of vocabulary, although the force of 

arguments derived from the presence or absence of words 
has been greatly exaggerated. Students have fallen into 
the mistake of overlooking the large interval of time 
between our poetical texts and West-Saxon prose, and 

consequently, of claiming as Anglian many words that 
were once common to all the Old English dialects. For 

1 See Sweet, C. P. "Introduction," p. xxii. He remarks: "The 
late miht hardly ever occurs in the Pastoral, but the form niht 
is well-established." 

2 See Chadwick, pp. 182-184; Btilbing, ? 313. 
s O0E.T, No. 40, 1. 2. 
40. E. T. No. 41, 1. 4, No. 42, 1. 2. 
?See Brown, Die Sprache der Rushworth Glossen, pp. 24, 34, 78; 

BUilbring, Anglia, Bb Ix, 71; x, 2-3, 6-7. Btilbring argues con- 
vincingly against his own earlier view that ZUht had come into 
the Anglian dialects from the WS. 
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instance, the preposition in (for on) in the poetical texts 
is often hailed as an indication of Anglian dialect, 
whereas in was, of course, once existent in WS. as well.1 
The older form in all dialects, in survives in so Southern 
a poem as the Menology as a legacy from the earlier 

poetry to the later. The forms, nemne and nympe (for 
WS. buton) are rightly cited as distinctively Anglian 
forms in the prose period 2 but are we safe in inferring 
such limitation in the eighth century, when we meet 

nymne in a Kentish charter of 805,3 and three times 
in so Southern a document as the grant of ?Ethelberht 
to the church of Sherborne in Dorset in 864? 4 A strong 
argument lies in the appearance in the poetry of gen (for 
WS. giet,) which seems to be pure Anglian;5 but here 

again can we speak with confidence of very early usage ? 
I attach little importance to the evidence of such words 
as semninga, leoran, grorn-, rec, of which examples are 
not lacking in either WS. prose or verse. Indeed the 

poetical vocabulary often recognizes no such dialectal 

limitations; for instance, the undmbtedly West-Saxon 
Genesis B. employs such " Anglian" words as begrornian 
(243), recas (325) and, more striking still gien (413). 
Two other supposed criteria of the Anglian origin of 

1 This is attested by many instances in the early Chronicle 
(see Brandl, Grundriss,2 ii, 1060) and by isolated examples in 

Alfred's works (see Jordan, Eigenthiimlichkeiten des anglischen 
Wortschatzes, p. 17). The history of the two forms, in and on 
is traced by Miller, "Introduction" to Bede's Eccl. Hist., p. xxvi, 
and by Deutschbein, PBB, xxVI, 172. 

'See Mather, M.L.N., Ix, 154; Jordan, Id., pp. 46-48. 
O.E.T. No. 34. 
Birch, C.S., No. 510. I find in this charter no forms that are 

not either WS. or Kentish. 
' See Hart, M.L.N., vn, 122, Deutschbein, PBB, xxvi, 173. 
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Cynewulf, wloh and ltesne' are found in the early 
eighth century in the Epinal Gloss, a work of strong 
Southern coloring. Are we justified in laying much 

emphasis on this kind of testimony ? 
Nine-tenths of the arguments presented in favor of an 

Anglian home for our poet are thus seen to be accidental 

encumbrances, and may well be dismissed from all future 
discussions of the subject. A rime here, a form there, 
inclines the balance of probabilities away from the South; 
but nothing in the language speaks for a distinctively 
Northumbrian source. 

The literary grounds for associating Cynewulf with 
the North seem far stronger than the linguistic evidence. 
The tradition of a school of vernacular poetry in North- 
umbria is supported by the striking circumstance that all 
of our earliest versions of Old English poems are in 
that dialect. Nor is it without significance that the 
Dream of the Rood, certainly Northumbrian, as the 
Ruthwell Cross shows, has Cynewulfian traits; and that the 
Riddles, doubly bound to Cynewulf, have Northumbrian 

associations, which I shall presently consider. But we 
must not fail to recall certain literary conditions that 
are frequently overlooked in this connection. The social 
and literary relations of the different divisions of eighth 
and ninth-century England are far closer than is commonly 
supposed. The Liber Vitae contains the names of many 
Mercian benefactors of the Northumbrilan church; 2 in 
the Charters Mercian kings grant lands in Kent to 
Kentish monasteries.3 The West-Saxon Aldhelm writes 

1See Jordan, Id., 12, 57, 62. 
2 Cf. E. M. Thompson, Cat. of Ancient MSS. (Latin), nI, 81; 

Brandl, Grundriss,2 II, 1002. 
8 Sweet, O.E.T., p. 422. 
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his treatise on verse-making for a king of Northumbria, 
Aldfrith (Acircius); Bede and Boniface have intimate 

correspondents in both the North and South; and the 

literary connections of Alfred seem to have been largely 
Mercian. The enigmas of Aldhelm find speedily a 
translator in the North; 1 and the enigmas of Tatwine, 
Archbishop of Canterbury, are immediately supplemented 
by Hwsetberht (Eusebius) ,the Northumbrian abbot. The 

poem Guthlac A-which was probably written by a 

Mercian, who knew Crowland well-and the prose Life 
of Guthlac are both known ito the author of Guthlac B, 
who, from his lack of first-hand knowledge of tradition, 
may have written anywhere. The manner in which Bede 

gathered materials for his great history makes it plain 
that " there was a literary intercommunion over the whole 
of England, and this was due to the corporate brother- 
hood of monasteries." 2 Everywhere manuscripts were 

freely interchanged. With such ready give-and-take of 
books it is very unwise to assume that likeness in style 
between two literary productions argues likeness of 

locality, and that there can be no worthy poetical output 
without the inspiration of some neighboring school of 
literature. To argue with Wiilker3 that "Cynewulf 
could not have written in Northumbria, because that 

kingdom offered unfavorable conditions for the production 
of poetry;" or with Brown 4 that " political conditions in 

M.ercia were not auspicious for the cultivation of 
literature " is to ignore entirely the barter of manuscripts. 
It no more follows that Cynewulf was a Northumbrian, 

1 See Riddles of Exeter Book, Nos. 36, 41. 
2 See Brooke, History of Early English Literature, p. 230. 
' Anglia, xvII, 106-107. 
4Englische Studien, xxxvin, 223. 
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because he was well versed in certain poetic conventions 
and traditions that we meet in Northumbrian poems 
or that the author of the Andreas (very probably Cyne- 
wulf) was a near neighbor of the author of the Beowulf, 
from whom he lifted so freely, than that the different 
redactors of the Anglo-Saxon Annals were, all of them, 
near neighbors. It is needless to press the point further. 

New evidence, or rather old evidence revived, is pre- 
sented by Cynewulf's relation to the Riddles. Early 
scholars of Leo's and Dietrich's following, who read the 
name of our poet in the First Riddle and hence ascribed 
to him all these enigmas, found in the Northumbrian 
version of Riddle 36 (Leiden Riddle) final proof of his 
Northern home. Like these scholars, who were fortunate 
in escaping much of the confusion of the present, I 
believe that Riddle 1 is a "Cynwulf " cryptogram; ' 
like them I believe ,that it is a prelude to enigmas from 
this poet's hand; but unlike them, I do not think that 
the literal translations of Aldhelm (Rid. 36, 41) are 
coined in the same mint as the other problems.2 It is 

quite out of the question that the servilely imitative and 
sometimes inaccurate rendering of Aldhelm's Creatura 

(Rid. 41) should have emanated from a poet of Cyne- 
wulf's generous culture and sound 'Latinity. Among 
the Anglian usages that have been noted elsewhere in the 
Riddles 3 there are really none that I can now pronounce 
with confidence "distinctively Northumbrian." 4 As in 

1See my article, "Cynewulfian Runes of the First Riddle," 
M. L. N., Dec., 1910. 

2 In the " Introduction " to my edition of the Riddles, pp. lxxvii- 
lxxix, I have indicated many points of difference between Rid. 36 
and 41, and the other poems of the collection. 

'See my "Introduction," p. lxxix, note. 
It is true that geonge (22a) which also appears, And. 1311 
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so many Middle English poems, certain peculiarities of 

vocabulary may be explained by the poet's familiarity with 
the speech of other regions than his own and by his con- 
stant concession to the requirements of his verse. I must 
insist that the language of Old English poetry was not only 
mixed, but traditional. The student of phonology is ever 

prone to forget ithat this poeitical medium differed widely 
not only from any spoken dialect, but even from the lite- 

rary prose of any quarter of England. Moreover, in the 
case of the Riddles, we can never be sure that any particu- 
lar enigma containing this or that form 1 is by the chief 
author of the collection, though, as I have 'striven to 

prove in my "Introduction,"2 the Riddles are, in the 

main, homogeneous. So, though certain forans attjest 
an Anglian origin, these poems lend, linguistically, no 

large support to the hypothesis of a distinctively North- 
umbrian home for Cynewulf.3 

(geongan), and ehtuwe are found in tenth-century prose only in 
Northumbrian Gospels; but we have too little evidence for our 
earlier period to limit safely these forms to one dialect. The so- 
called Northern eSa (4416) and ,bseh (728) are known to Rushworthl, 
which Brown and Biilbring class as Mercian, and beg (58) is 
common in the Charters and early Glosses (O.E.T., p. 615). 

1 Certain Southern forms have the support of runes (see p. 
lviii). 

2 
Pp. lxi-lxxv. 

3Little importance can be attached to the argument of Imel- 
mann (Die Altenglische Odoaker-Dichtung, 1907, pp. 14, 17) that 
the gededon demanded by the metre (MS. gedydon) in the name- 

poem, Rid. 114 is exclusively Northumbrian (see also Sievers, 
PBB. x, 498), since we meet the form, dedon both in the West- 
Saxon Cura Pastoralis (where Sievers' Grammar', 429, note 1, 

explains it as a Kenticism) and in the Mercian Martyrology. The 

form, disdon is so common in the older poetry (Genesis A and 
Paris Psalter) that it seems better to regard its appearance in 
the late Genesis B 722, beet h;e t6 mete dedon, as a survival 
than as an Old Saxon form. Sweet is doubtless right (" Introduc- 
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One literary argument remains-the argument of 
Stopford Brooke 1 that the 'atmosphere of Cynewulf's 
poems is Northern, that his pictures of icy seas and storm- 
beaten cliffs can belong only to Northumbria. This 
contention rests largely upon the belief that our poet 
was the author of the " Storm" Riddles and of the 
Andreas. This belief I share, for 'the cryptogram in 
Riddle 1 argues strongly for his authorship of the first, 
and the close likeness of thought and phrase between the 
sea-passages in these compositions 2 pleads for his author- 

ship of the second. This argument from " atmosphere" 
seems to me far nmore potent than ithe evidence of ,sundry 
linguistic forms current in every dialect. It is significant 
that the Southern author of the Metres writing of the sea, 
merely reproduces the phrases of the older poetry.3 
Cynewulf is evidently well acquainted with Northern 
waters and with the rigors of a Northern climate; 4 but 
the inference that he must therefore have been a North- 
umbrian is not convincing, as the poet may have readily 
learned to know these aspects of nature, while wandering 
far from his home.5 The Beowulf, which many regard 
as Mercian, displays the same acquaintance with stormy 

tion" to Cura Pastoralis, p. xxvI) in regarding dedon as the 
oldest form of the word in all English dialects (cf. O.S. dadun, 
O.H.G., tatun ). 

1Early English Literature, p. 372. 
2 See the various parallels indicated in my "Notes" to Riddles 

3, 4. 
3Metres 273 Iscalde sae (cf. Seafarer, 14, Tseealdne si); 6' hMo 

on statu beater (see my note to Rid. 36, streamas stapu beatat)). 
4It is interesting to mark in this connection the "Northern 

coloring" of the fourteenth-century alliterative poems of the West 
Midland district (see Osgood, Pearl, 1906, p. xx). 

6 Note my discussion (supra) of Cynewulf's knowledge of "islands 
in the fens." Does it follow that he lived in East Anglia? 
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and wintry seas. Yet Brooke's argument, unlike many 
that we have considered, is a legitimate one and deserves 
more 'consideration than it has received.1 

I have already intimated 2 that "belief in the poet's 
wide range of literary activity and of linguistic and 
metrical expression and a consequent reconstruction of 
the Cynewulf canon are the inevitable conclusions result- 

ing from an acceptance of my interpretation of the 

'Cynwulf' name-poem." What then is this canon? 

Based, as Trautmann claims,3 upon the usage in the 

signed religious poems of Cynewulf, it offers three tests 
of authorship. Any genuine work by this poet must 

satisfy the following conditions:-it must reveal a regular 
use of the short stem-syllable in the h-less forms of feorh 
and mearh; it must limit itself to the dissyllabic use of 

long-stemmed words in el, ol, er, or, en, um; it must not 

permit the expansion of contracted forms. The rigid 
application of these tests forces us to some surprising 
results. Gauged by the first, the Juliana is un-Cyne- 
wulfian, as the only two determinate examples of 

feore(s) are both long (191b, 508b).4 Gauged by 
the second, the Elene stands quite apart from Juliana 
and Christ II in offering at least six instances of mono- 

syllabic use.5 Yet in the main these tests are fairly 

1 Contemptuous disregard of "literary arguments" often reacts 
violently upon champions of a dozen linguistic inconsistencies. 
On purely aesthetic grounds Brooke and Wiilker maintained against 
the whole philological camp the Cynewulfian authorship of many 
of the Riddles, both groups of which are now seen to bear the 
poet's endorsement. 

2 M. L. N., xxv, 241. 

'BB, I, 27-29, 120-122. 
Trautmann, of course, alters these verses to fit his canon. 

5Richter, Chronologische Studien zur Angelsdechsischen Literatur, 
Halle, 1910, pp. 41-42. 
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met not only by the signed poems, but by Andreas, 
Phoenix and Guthlac B. Now the Riddles conform to 
none of the criteria: they consistently prefer the long 
stem-syllable of feore(s); they admit many monosyllables 
like tdcn, w&pn, although they prefer dissyllables (10: 
22); and finally offer no less than 26 examples 
of expansion. Either then we must abandon the 
Riddles or admit that ,the tests are inadequate. To 
the second alternative we are driven by Cynewulf's 
double signature to these problems (Rid. 1, 90). If 
we recognize the signatures, we have no other choice than 

frankly to concede that, at some period of his literary 
work, Cynewulf employed certain linguistic and metrical 

usages not current in his religious poems. That this 

period was his younger time seems to be attested by the 

greater antiquity of the Riddles forms; but I shall not 

press this point now. In every case, the acceptance of 
even the finer riddles (for instance, those of ithe Storm) 
as Cynewulfian shatters the old thumb-rule tests; and, 
by so doing, it gives us a better perspective, a broader out- 
look. As we have seen, the peculiar power of the sea- 

passages in Rid. 3-4 constitutes a forceful argument for 
like authorship of the very similar verses in the Andreas; 
and the freshness of spirit displayed in the enigmas 
removes a current objection to, the inclusion of the 
Phoenix among the works of our poet, on the score of 
its brightness and sunshine and joy of life.' It is indeed 
the irony of philological history that, after refusing to 

Cynewulf compositions that satisfy all the tests of the 

canon, we should now be compelled, on the strong 
testimonial evidence of Cynewulf himself, to yield to 

1Fulton, M. L. N., xi, 162, Schlotterose, BB. xxv, 92. 

3 
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him poems (like the Riddles), that run directly counter 
to every criterion. 

Other tests and touchstones of authorship have been 

freely suggested-tests that we need not hesitate to reject 
with emphasis, whatever be our ultimate conclusions. 
And let- me say once more that, in this article, 
I am not protesting against conclusions, but against 
the methods by which these are attained. It is argued 
by Fulton that the Phoenix is not by Cynewulf, because 
" he does not permit himself quite .so radical a var- 
iation as to use fotas (Ph. 311) for fet (Jul. 472, 
El. 1066)." What then shall wel say to the use of 
both fotas and fet in the Metrical Psalter; 1 and to 
the appearance of f5te and fet (da't) in two riddles 

certainly from the same hand ? 2 It is argued by Traut- 
mann,3 in all seriousness, that the Phoenix is not by 
Cynewulf, because we meet in 100 lines (182-282) a 
far more frequent use of ponne than in the signed 
poems, no less than twenty examples. Why not contend 
that the Juliana is not by Cynewulf, because in that short 

poem we encounter fifty-four examples of the adverbial 
5a; or that the last 100 lines of Gascoigne's Steel Glas 
are an interpolation because "when" occurs forty times 
there, and comparatively seldom elsewhere in the author's 
works? It is again contended by Trautmann,4 that 
Christ III cannot come from Cynewulf, because while 
we meet in the Juliana no sechstakter, in the Ascension 
(Christ II) two, in the Andreas fifteen, in the Elene 

See Grein, Sprachschatz, i, 335. 
2 See Rid. 336, on anum fet; Rid. 321" on f6te; 326 fet (nom.) 

and folme. 
3 BB., I, 118. 
4 Anglia, xvIII, 387; see Schmitz, Id., xxxIII, 216. 
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thirty, we find not less than fifty in Christ III.1 If 
there is any value in such reasoning, we are driven to the 
conclusion that Elene with thirty such verses and Juliana 
with none are by different hands. But such arguments 
are all alike worthless.2 Scholarship is something more 
than futile juggling with forms. 

Attempts to assign Cynewulf a definite date are so 

closely bound up with the theory of a Northumbrian 
home that it is hard to consider these apart. " He ceased 
to write certainly before the destruction of Lindisfarne 

by the Danes in 793, else he would have mentioned this." 3 

This is hardly a safe conclusion, even if we grant for 
the moment the unestablished premise of Northern 

origin, inasmuch as the Northumbrian ZEthelwulf, who 
dedicates his Latin hexameters concerning the abbots of 
his monastery in this very diocese of Lindisfarne4 to 

Ecgbert, Bishop of that see (803-821), writes only a few 

years after the coming of the Danes and says not a 
word of that calamity. Here are two obvious gaps in 
the logic. And I think that those who have hitherto 
endeavored to date Cynewulf by means of the Guthlac 
have failed even more signally. Even if we accept his 

authorship of Guthlac B (and there is always some very 

1 Christ in, which Cook ascribes to Cynewulf, is assigned by Traut- 
mann (BB. I, 122) and Richter (Chronologische Studien, p. 94) to 
an earlier period, and by Brandl (G(rundriss2, II, 1049) to a de- 
cidedly later time. Binz (Anglia, Bb, xxn, 80, March, 1911) puts 
it close to Genesis B. The uncertainties of Old English literary 
history suggest 

" the wavering vistas of a dream." 
2 Trautmann confidently informs us (BB., I, 116-117) that all 

un-Cynewulfian verses in the Andreas are obviously false trans- 
missions; and then takes up the pruning-knife. So the work goes 
on. 

3 See Brooke, E. E. Lit., p. 375. 
4Diimmler, Poetae Latini Aevi Carolini, i, 582-604. 
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debatable premise to be accepted), how can we argue 
with Sarrazin 1 that this poem was certainly written 
within twenty or thirty years of Guthlac A (about 750 ?) ? 
The sequel is admittedly so different in style that all 
scholars assign it to another poet and it may have been 
written any time within a hundred years of its predecessor. 
Any connection between Alcuin and Cynewulf has been 

abundantly disproved. Then the forms of his namie 
acrostics, Cynwulf and Cynewulf do not help us at all 
as a terminus ad quem-very little indeed as a terminus 
a quo (supra). On what grounds then has Cynewulf 
been generally assigned to the last half of the eighth 
century ? 

At the head of the story sitand the same ;three inadequate 
tests that have done yeonan-service in the question of 

authorship. Genesis A and the Beowulf 2 are regarded as 
older than the Cynewulfian poems (which in the light of 
the large liftings of the Andreas from the Beowulf no one 
will deny), because they offer many instances of long- 
stemmed mnares, feores, of monosylliabic wundr, tacn, 
etc., and of expanded forms of conltractions. Here again, 
the mechanical application of these tests to the chrono- 

logical sequence of Old English poems leads to many 
contradictions. Now and then a production flatly rebels 

against the rules, and has to be coaxed or whipped into 
the traces. The Psalter, which many regard as late, 
offers at least five examples of long-stemmed feore (518, 
5422, 10125, 603, 1324) and only four certainly short 

1 Englische Studien, xxxvII, 156. 
2The priority .of the religious epic over the secular one has 

received strong support from Sarrazin in the article cited, from 
Richter, Chronologische Studien, 1910, and from Klaeber, Englische 
Studien, XLI, 321 f. 
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(6S10, 7117, 8825, 26).1 The Metres, which are certainly 
lalte, contain eiglht instances of monosyllabic fifl, tungl, 
mtdnm, wcestm; 2 and ten cases of expanded verbal forms 

(filndu, smteaS, de(2), do6, sie(5)). The earlier usages 
occur sporadically even in the tenth century. We 
meet in Genesis B. three examples of expansion (biuan, 
239b; bu(e)n, 735b; fon, 697b); and in the Maldon 
one example of long-stemmed mrare (239b). These 

many contrarieties show that individual and perhaps 
dialectal differences greatly weaken the value of our 

criteria; but we are hardly justified in entirely dis- 

carding them. As we have seen, the Riddles show a 

leaning to the earlier forms (particularly to many 
expansions like dissyllabic frean, never found in younger 
poems), while Cynewulf's religious compositions consis- 

tently prefer the later usages. As he tells us in the Elene 

(1237b) that much of this spiritual output came from him, 
when old and ready for death, the inference of early schol- 
ars that the enigmas belong to Vthe period of his prime, or 
even of his youth, finds in these forms some warrant 
that must not however be hailed as positive proof. A 

comp,arison of Cynewulf'is use of these criteria with that 
in Guthlac A would confirm rather than contradict the 

general conclusion that the Riddles were written before 
and the religious poems after the date of that work, 
approximately 750; but the argument is inconclusive, 
since it disregards the personal equation of ,both poets.3 

1 Richter is surely guilty of a " 
suppressio veri," when he conceals 

(p. 58) the existence of unquestionably long stems in the Psalter, 
because they conflict with his theory of a late origin of the work. 
The results of such investigations should be carefully checked. 

2 See Richter, pp. 68-70. There is nothing to support Trautmann's 
assertion that the South was more tenacious of old forms than 
the North. 

s The small value of such arguments is ,amply indicated by a 
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Sarrazin's process of marking the terminus ad quem 
of the Cynewulfian poems has little probative value, but 
it is so highly illustrative of the illogical methods now in 

vogue that we must pause to consider it. Assuming that 

Cynewulf wrote in a Northumbrian dialect that has 

many points of contact with the Mercian, the dialect of 
Yorkshire in short-a fairly large assumption inasmuch 
as it has no valid evidence to sustain it-Sarrazin com- 

pares his speech, as far as the metre reveals it, with that 
of the Glosses in the Vespasian Psalter (MS. Vespasian 
A. 1),1 which, with equal arbitrariness, he assigns to 
Northern Mercia of 835.2 Even if we were disposed to 

accept this series of unsustained assertions, we should 

comparison of the Epinal Gloss of about 730 with the far younger 
Corpus. In the use of words in el, ol, en, or we should argue 
a priori that the earlier Gloss would show a large preponderance 
of monosyllabic forms and the later of dissyllabic. But such is 

certainly not the case. I mark in Epinal, heesil (twice), segil, sigil 
(twice), palester, regen, hr8sil, r6or, lebil near Corpus hcesl (twice), 

segl, sigl (twice), plastr, regn, hrisl, r6or, lebl. On the other hand 

Epinal reads spaldr, scalfr, sefr, tetr, gexpl, ofr, and Corpus, spaldur, 
scalfur, cefer, teter, geepel, ofer. Evidently the secondary vowel 
was well developed by the time of Epinal (see Sarrazin, Eng. 
Stud., xxxvIII, 174). 

Sweet, O.E.T, pp. 183 f. 

2Waring, it is true, in the "Introduction" to Lindisfarne and 
Rushworth Gospels (Surtees Society, Pt. iv, 1865), p. cix, assigned 
these glosses to "the country immediately south of the Humber," 
but, for a time, scholars wrongly thought that they were Kentish 
(Sweet, Transactions of Philological Society, 1875-6, p. 555), and 

later opinion seems to assign them to "the Southeastern borderlands 
of Mercia." (Brandl, Grundriss,2 II, 1054). Sir E. M. Thompson 
(Catalogue of Ancient MSS. II, 10) points out that "the interlinear 

gloss throughout is in a minute pointed minuscule hand of the 
latter half of the ninth century." Any comparison between Cyne- 
wulf and these glosses could therefore only prove at best, that he 
wrote before 850. 
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naturally question the advantage of a comparison between 

poetic language with its love of older forms and the 

pitifully plain diction of a glossator. The inference that 

Cynewulf is older than the Vespasian Psalter and Hymns, 
because many Cynewulfian words are not found in these 

Glosses, well exemplifies the common philological fallacy 
of fitting an absurd premise to a correct conclusion; in- 
asmuch as many of the words cited as old appear in 

poems far younger than the Vespasian Glosses, the Judith, 
the Metres, the Maldon. The conclusion that Cynewulf's 
poems are early because they employ only the endless forms 
of the ace. sing. of long syllable feminines of the i- declen- 

sion, cwen, wyrd, miht, is totally unwarranted, since a 
search through the whole corpus of the poetry, early and 

late, reveals only one or two examples of the longer forms 
of accusative borrowed from the o-declension.1 The 
uninflected forms of the nom. sing. fem. and nom. 
acc. neut. of mycel, yfel, monig, prove nothing for 

high age, as these are common at every period.2 What 

importance can be attadhed to Cynewulf's use of 
ufsic and eowic, since the shorter accusative forms, us 
and e5w, are not "exceptional" but common in his 

poems 
3 and since uisic and eowic are frequent at a much 

later period than the Psalter not only in the Northumbrian 

Gospels (see B-T, p. 1143), but in Southern texts of 

Anglian coloring ? 4 With such evidence as this-evidence 

1 Moreover, Von der Warth has pointed out (Metrisch-Sprachliches, 
Halle, 1908, pp. 7-11) that Cynewulf himself admits such accusatives 
as fulwihte (El. 172) and wiste (And. 312). 

2 Cf. Sarrazin himself, PBB, Ix, 366; Sievers, Grammar," ? 296, 
note. 

8Sprachschatz, I, 263; II, 633; BB, I, 83. 
' Cf. Bede, Eccl. Hist, 386, 13; Epistola Alexandri (Anglia Iv, 

139), 550, 554, 606, asic. 
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severally and collectively worthless-Sarrazin reaches the 

fairly safe conclusion that Cynewulf's poems are prior 
to the Psalter. But how is that end attained by an 
array of false arguments based upon a false method of 

comparison ? 
Sarrazin makes some amends for the unsoundness of 

his positive arguments ,by his complete refutation of 
the impossible contentions of Barnouw based upon the 
use of 'the article and of the weak adjective without the 
article.2 Sarrazin's conclusive counter arguments may 
be classified as follows: first, that the use of articles is 
not so mnuch a matter of date as of individuality; secondly, 
that, in our Anglo-Saxon poems, which exist only in late 

trallnsmissions, many article-forms are due doubtless to 
the scribe; thirdly, that many seemingly weak forms of 

adjectives may be explained by the weakening of old 
inflections in the LWS. versions, so that it is impossible 
to say, in any given case, whether an old (weakened) 
strong form or an originally weak one is present; fourthly, 
that the natural avoidance of suffix-rimes explains such 
forms as heardan clommum, hean h 'ses, ecean lifes, 
,cean dryh7tnes; fifthly, that the weak adj. without the 
article is naturally used in popular epics (Beoumlf) and 
in those religious poems that are close to popular models 
like the Andreas and the Exodws; and finally that the 
weak adj. without weak article is no infallible sign of 

great antiquity since this phenomenon is frequently found 
in so late a text as MS. C (C. C. C. No. 322) of 
Wterferth's translation of Gregory's Dialogues, and since 

Englische Studien, xxxvIn, 145. Compare my protest against 
Barnouw's invalid claims, Riddles, pp. lxxvii-lxxviii. 

2 Barnouw, Textkritische Untersuchungen, Leiden, 1902. 
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the proportion of weak adjectives without the article to 
those with it (5:5) is larger in the very late Maldon 

(991) than in Cynewulf's religious poems. We .are there- 
fore fully justified not only in refusing to accept 
Barnouw's chronology of Anglo-Saxon poems that is based 

entirely upon these criteria, but in declining to regard 
the phenomena as in any way valid or helpful indications 
of dates. Not only do such tests not prove that Cynewulf 
wrote between 850 and 880, but they do not even furnish 
us wi,th any Itangible evidence from which we may draw 
reasonable conclusions. 

As a criterion of date, the technique of Cynewulf's 
verse has been cited by Trautmann,1 who roundly de- 
clares; "Ausdruck ulnd versbau weisen mit aller bestimmt- 
heit alif das 8 jahrhundert.' Cynewulf was an artist, 
trained in all the best 'traditions of his country's poetry; 
but so too was the author of the Judith, writing probably 
in the tenth century. Nothing can be more uncertain, 
as an indication of date, than technical skill or technical 
weakness, since it belongs to the poet rather than to the 

period.2 Let me illustrate this uncertainty in Old 

English verse. Few Anglo-Saxon poems are older than 
the translation of Aldhelm's De Creatura (Rid. 41) 
since, as we have seen, it comes from the same hand as 
the early Northum'brian Leiden Riddle, and yet the 

technique is far inferior to that of many late compositions. 
" Pauper poeta nescit antra IMusarum." Tested by 
artificial standards, the Metres, with their many metrical 

1BB, I, 92. 
2Trautmann, BB, I, 120, would make dehnverse evidence for an 

early period. Cynewulf uses 15:100, the Metres 8 or 9. This 
is merely a personal preference. Note that, in the case of schwell- 
verse. the poets of the Rood and of Judith, two hundred years 
apart. use about the same number. 
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imperfections, would be adjudged younger than the later 

Brunanburh, which followed more poetic models.' Finally 
the many examples of alliteration upon unimportant 
words and the rimes of s and sc have caused many 
scholars to assign a tenth-century date to the metrical 
division of the Paris Psalter,2 which, if we follow certain 
other criteria (supra), may be two centuries earlier. 
Hence this canon of technical skill cannot limit Cyne- 
wulf to any half-century. A poet is not an automaton, 
as these mechanical appraisers of verse would have us 
think. 

Even if we accept the two assumptions that Cyne- 
wulf was a Northumbrian, and that he wrote in the latter 

part of the eighth century, the time-honored identification 
with Bishop Cynewulf who ruled the see of Lindisfarne 
from 740 to 780, is not very plausible, since the name, 
" Cynewulf " was very widely extended, occurring no less 
than twenty-one times in the Liber Vitae alone, and since 

nothing that we learn of this prelate from either Traut- 
mann 3 or Brown 4 points to any connection with literature. 
But now that :it has been shown that Trautmann''s evidence 

supporting the Northumbrian origin of the poet is no evi- 

1 Brandl, Girundriss,2 II, 1077, regards the author of the Brunan- 
burh as unsure in his metre, because he puts the alliteration 

upon a simple preposition (67b, beforan ]yssum), and gives a 
verb precedence over a substantive (68b, ]ces p e us secgeab bee) 
The critic is certainly unaware that beforan is equally important 
in Andreas, 571, 619, and that the second phrase is constantly 
recurring in the older poetry (Genesis, 227, 1723, Hymns, 720; cf. 
Gen. 969, Guthlac, 850), from which AEthelstan's singer drew. 

' Miss Bartlett's dissertation, pp. 41-49; Brandl, p. 1094; Richter, 
Chronologische Studien, p. 97. 

BB, I, 88-115. 

4Englische Studien, xxxviI, 225-233. 
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denee at all and moreover, since it seems impossible to 
limit rigidly the period of his activity, this identification 
falls outside of the sphere of likely conjecture. There are 
not the slightest grounds for connecting with the Lindis- 
farne bishop our poetic churchman (for churchman his 
works prove him to be)1 of the eighth or early ninth cen- 

tury, who may have lived anywhere north of the Thames. 
It is possible that the poet and bishop were one-a bare 

possibility with the chances tremendously against it. 
Neither more nor less probable is Professor Cook's identi- 
fication of our shadowy poet with the still more shadowy 
ecclesiastic Cynulf, who appended in 803 his signature 
to a decree at the Council of Clovesho.2 Yes, our poet 
may have been he, or indeed ,any olther of the scores 
of priestly Cynewulfs during three or four generations. 
Attempts to give this phantom substance are painfully 
futile. IStrange indeed that scholars have not itaken warn- 

ing from the failure of the abortive efforts of earlier 

legend-makers to identify 2Elfric, the homilist, either 
with LElfric, Archbishop of Canterbury in 996, or with 

LElfric, Archbishop of York, in 1023! 
With many things in Dr. Carleton Brown's article 3 I 

am not in accord. The Northern home of Cynewulf 
and the Lindisfarne identification seem to me as shadowy 
as ever. Against his interpretation of the acrostic runes, 
I must enter my pro'test elsewhere. But it is a pleasure 
to acknowledge the generous service that he has rendered 

scholarship in calling forceful attention to the imper- 

1 His Riddles do not tell against his priesthood, since all the 

enigmas of this period came from churchmen, Aldhelm, Boniface, 
Tatwine, Eusebius. 

2 Christ, pp. lxxiii-lxxiv. 
a Englische Studien, xxxvin, 196-233. 
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sonality of the Elene acrostic. Its close likeness to the 

name-passages in the other Cynewulfian poems strongly 
attests its objectivity. And with the barring of these 

biographical allusions, Cynewulf of the wild and wander- 

ing youth, who bore rich treasures from the mead-hall and 
paced the wide-ways on his proud steed, rides out of the 

story and vanishes in the moonshine of the last riddle, 
which a deliciously unconscious irony once invoked to 
establish the poet's claims as a roving minstrel-claims 
as insubstantial as the Moon's stolen beams in this poem. 
But when we "choose another light" for Cynewulf, let 
us beware of " common day." To convert the trembling 
" water-encompassed land" of those cosmic verses of the 
Christ (805-806) into the solid earth of Lindisfarne 
Island' and to lift our shadowy dreamer of spiritual 
visions into the fierce rays that beat upon an eighth 
century episcopal throne is merely to substitute for airy 
irresponsible romance, pedantic philological legend. 

The aims of this paper have been wholly destructive. 
It has not sought to assign yet another home and time 
to Cynewulf; nor indeed has it striven to overthrow the 
contention of the Anglian origin of the poet: but it has 
served its purpose if it has succeeded in showing that 

many of the conclusions of philologists are not legitimate 
inferences from their premises, and that the present 
structure of Old English literary history is largely based 

upon this fallacious reasoning. Let us look at things as 

they are and abandon these fictions, which we have blindly 
accepted from the hands of authority: that Cynewulf 
wrote after 750, because he was forced by the exigencies 
of an enigma to employ a form current in 740 and before; 

Trautmann, BB, I, 94. 
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that Cynewulf was a Northumbrian, because his verse 
offers a dozen phenomena everywhere appearing in works 
of the South; that the Anglian origin of this poetry is 
established by the absence of a verbal syncope, which is 
'also absent from the Southern writings of this early 
period, and by the presence of certain word,s, miany of 
which are also present in Wessex and Kent; that the 

range of Cynewulf's authorship may be definitely deter- 
mined by means of criteria, which fail absolutely when 

applied ito poems bearing his signature; thait Ithe age 
of his poetry may be safely estimated by a comparison 
of his language with 'that of in~terlinear glosses; and, 
finally, 'that our poet may be confidently identified 
with Bishop Cynewulf of Lindisfarne, because he lived 

perhaps at the same period, and bore the same widely 
extended name. It is the duty of every independent 
thinker to cast off this dead weight of fallacy which has 

hampered us so long. " His burden loosed from off his 

shoulders, and fell from off his back land began to tumble, 
and so continued to do * * * and then was he glad 
and lightsome." 

FREDERICK TUPPER, JR. 
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